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On certain vector valued Siegel modular forms of type (k, 2) over 
Z(p) and Sturm bound 
Hirotaka Kodama 
Abstract 
We give generators of the module of vector valued Siegel modular forms of type (k, 2) over the ring of 
scalar valued Siegel modular forms of even weight for Zcp l.This gives an example of the positive solution 
to more general problem whether the module of vector valued modular forms of arbitrary degree is finitely 
generated over the ring of modular forms for Z(p)・Moreover we study analogues of Sturm's bounds for 
vector valued Siegel modular forms of type (k, 2). 
1 Introduction 
In this report, we state two kinds of results on the vector valued Siegel modular forms of type (k, 2) with 
degree 2; 
• on the finite generations of the module of them having rrintegral rational Fourier coefficients, 
• on the Strum type bounds for them. 
We state our results more precisely. Let p be a prime number and Z(p) the ring of rrintegral rational 
numbers. Let M瓜応）z(pJ be the space consisting of al scalar valued modular forms of weight k of degree 2 
whose Fourier coefficients are in Z(p)・We set M;v(z(p)) :=〶kE2ZMい）z We take Igusa's generators (p). 
over Z (given in [3]) <p6, X10, X12 of weight 6, 10, 12 respectively. 
A Siegel modular form of type (k, 2) is a holomorphic function f on the Siegel upper-half plane H2 with 
values in Sym2(cC), satisfying 
f(M〈Z〉)= det(CZ + D)k(CZ + D)J(z)t(CZ + D) 
AB for al M = (0 v) in the Siegel modular group f2 = Sp立） and for al Z E H2. Here (k, 2) comes from the 
fact that the automorphy factor is the one of representatives in the equivalence class of the representation 
detk 0 Sym(2). We denote by Mk,2(応）zcpJ the module consisting of al such f whose Fourier coefficients are 
in Sy叫(Z(p)):= {T = (t;1) E Sym匹） I t;,2t;j E Z(p)}-
The following two results concern the finite generations. 
Theorem 1. For each even integer k and each prime p ;:, 5, there exist six generators over M;v(z(p)) 
of the module Mk,2(い）z(pJ whose determinant weights are 10, 14, 16, 16, 18, 22. If we write them as如 E
M叫 f2)zcpJ(k = 10, 14, 16, 18, 22) and ¥J!15 E M15,2(f2)年）， thenwe have (as a Z(p)-module} 
where 
Mk,2(f2)z<PJ =Mk-10(応）zゆ） <1>10 〶 Mk-14(応）Z(p)<J,14 
① Mk-16(r2)zcp丸6①Vk-16(い）Z(p並16
EB Vk-is(f2)zcp丸8① Wk-22(f2)z(pJ <1>2, 
Vk(応）年）＝払（応）zcp) n Z(p) ['P6, X10, Xl2], Wk(応）Z(p) = Mk(r2)z位） nZ(p)[X10,X叫．
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Theorem 2. For each odd integer k and each prime p :;>5, there exist four generators over M;v(z(p)) of the 
module Mk,2(応）z<v) whose dete可 inantweights are 21, 23, 27, 29. If we write them as i(>k E Mk,2(い）Zcv/k = 
21, 23, 27, 29) , then we have (as a Z(p)-module} 
Mk,2(い）zcvJ =Mk-21(I'2)z<P心1①Mk-23(I'2)z<vJ P23 
EB Mk-21(応）Z(p) P27 EB Vk-29(r2)z(p)動9,
where 
Vk(応）z(p) = Mk(応）z<v) nz(p)['PG,X10,X叫．
We will construct explicitly如 andIJ!k by taking constant multiples of Satoh's generators given in [9] 
and of lbukiyarna's generators given in [2]. 
The next two results concern the Sturm type bounds. 
Theorem 3. For each even integer k and each prime p :;,5, suppose that F is a Siegel modular form in 
Mk,2(I'2)z(p) having the form 
F(T,T1,w) = L A(m,n,r)q;'牝qざ
m,nEZ, rE昇
mn mn-r >O 
with qr = e三 qT,= e加，伽=e21riw and (rw) WT1 in the Siegel upper half space lHI2 of degree 2, where 
恥：＝｛（：芦） E M2(1C) I ImC芦） > 0}. If A(m,n,r)三 0(mod p), i.e. al the elements of A(m, n, r) are 
congruent to O mod p, for every m, n such that 
k k 
0::; m::; [訃， 0::;n::; [叫，
then F三 0(modp). 
Theorem 4. For each odd integer k and each prime p 2 5, suppose that F is a Siegel modular form in 




wzth q7 = e2年 2年, qT, = e ,qぃ=e2,riw and (TW) 
WT 
, in the Siegel upper half space lHI2 of degree 2, where 
lHI2 := {(:;,) E M2(1C) I Im(:;,)> 0}. If A(n,m,r)三 0(mod p) for every m, n such that 
0 S:m S: [ ¥;7] , 0S:n S:[ ¥;1] , 
then F二 0(mod p). 
2 Preliminary 
2.1 Siegel modular forms of type (k, 2) and degree 2 
The Siegel upper-half space of degree 2 isdefined as 
叫：= {Z = X + iY E Sym2(1C) Y > 0 (positive definite)}. 
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The real symplectic group S疇） acts on lHI2 in the following way: 
z→ M〈Z〉:=(AZ+ B)(CZ + D)―1, 
Z E lHI2, M = (~ り） E Sp氾）．
A Siegel modular form of type (k, 2) on f2 is a holomorphic function f on恥 withvalues in Sym2(C), 
satisfying 
f(M〈Z〉)= det(CZ + D)k(CZ + D)f(Z/(CZ + D) 
for al M = (;'.;り） E応 andfor al Z E li[2. Here (k, 2) comes from the fact that the automorphy factor is 
the one of representatives in the equivalence cl邸 sof the representation detk <SI Sym(2). 
We denote by Mk,2(f2) (resp. Sk,2(い） the module of Siegel modular forms (resp. cusp forms) of type 
(k,2) on f2. 
2.2 Fourier expansions 
Any F(Z) EM叫応） has a Fourier expansion of the form 
F(Z) = L a(T;F)exp(2而tr(TZ)), a(T;F) E Syrn2(C), 
D<;TEA2 
where T runs over al positive semi-definite elements ofふ defined邸
A2 := {T = (t;j) E Syrn2((Q) t;;,2t;j E Z}. 
Taking佑：= exp(2niT), qw := exp(2n如） and q7, := exp(2nゲ） for Z = c;,) E li[2, we c皿 write
祈：= exp(2nitr(TZ)) = q:,t12q;_1q尻
Using this notation, we have the generalized q-expansion: 
F = L a(T; F)qT 
O:STEA2 
= L (a(T;F)q戸）q;'壼 ESym2(1C)[q;:;1,q』[q,.,q,.,]. 
O:S(t,,)EA2 
For any subring R of IC, we denote by M叫応）R the R-module consisting of those Fin Mk,2(い） for 
which a(T; F) is in Sym;(R) for every TE A2 where 
Sym;(R) := {T = (t;J) E Sym2(1C) It;, 2t;j ER}. 
From this, any element Fin Mk,2(f2)R can be regarded邸 anelement of the ring of formal power series 
Sym;(R)[q,:;-1,q』[q,.,q,., ]. 
2.3 Generators of scalar valued Siegel modular forms 
Let <p4,'PB, X10, X12 be Igusa's generators over Z of weight 4, 6, 10, 12, respectively given in [3]. Let Mk(r2) 
(resp. 品(r2))be the <C-vector space consisting of the scalar valued Siegel modular forms (resp. cusp forms) 
of weight k on r2 . We denote by M叩叫 (resp.S叩）z<vJ) the Z(p)-module consisting of the scalar 
valued Siegel modular forms in Mk(r2) (resp. cusp forms in Sk(r2)) for which a(T; F) is in Z(P) for every 
TE A2. By the result of Nagaoka [7], we have 
叩（知）：＝① M叩）ZcvJ 
kE2Z 
= Z(p)['P4,'P6,X10,X叫， ifp 2".5. 
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2.4 p-order of modular forms 
We shall define p-order of modular forms. Let p be a prime with p 2>5 and 1/p the additive valuation on IQ 
normalized as 1/p (p) = 1. 
Let F be a formal power series with bounded denominators of the form 
F = L a(T; F)qT, a(T; F) E Sym匹）．
TE令A2
In the scalar valued case, let vp be just as in Bocherer-Nagaoka[l] and elsewhere. Define a value vp for F 
with a(T; F) E Sym2((Q))邸
臀）：= inf {vp(a(T; F)) IT E託｝，
where Vp (a'b'c :, 万9て）：＝叫gcd(a',b',c')/gcd(a,b,c))for a, a'b b', C C E Z. Moreover we define an order 
">-" for two elements of点A2following [6]. The following statement and its proof are due to Kikuta: 
Lemma 1. {1) For f = L a(T; J)qT and g = L a(T; g)qT with a(T; !), a(T; g) E IQ, we have 
TE点A2 TE令A2
叫jg)=Vp(j) +叫g).
(2) Let F = L a(T; F)qT with a(T; F) E Sym殴） and g be as in (1). Then we have vp(Fg) = 
TE令A2
Vp(F)+叫g).
The proof of Lemma 1 is, for example, in[4]. 
We remark that, for a formal power series of the form 
F= 区 a(T;F)砂， a(T;F)E Sym匹），
TE令A2
we have a(T; F) E Sym泣 (p)for al TE長ふ ifand only if vp(F) ?: 0 . 
2.5 Generators of vector valued Siegel modular forms 
Let R be a subring of IC . For a formal power series f of the form 
f=区 a(T;J)砂ER[qご，qW][qT,qT,], 
TEA2 
the theta operator 8111 is defined by 
副 (J)= L T・a(T; J)qT E Syrn;(R)[q;;-1, q』[qT)qT, ]. 
TEA2 
LetfEM叩） and g EM叩）• We put 
1 1 
[J,g] := -:f詞 (g)--g副 (f).
J k 
Then the results of Satoh [9] states that [f, g] E Mk+j,2(I'2). 
Let cp4,'PB, X10, X12 be lgusa's generators over Z of weight 4, 6, 10, 12, respectively given in [3]. It is 
known that the M;v(r2)-module of Siegel modular forms of type (k, 2) has six generators: 
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Theorem 5 (Satoh [9]). For each even integer k, we have (as a C-vector space) 
Mk,2(応） =Mk-10(じ)[r.p4五 l① Mk-14(f2)[r.p4, X10] 
EB Mk-16(r2)[r.p4, X12] EB Vk-16(r2)[r.p5, X10] 
EB vk-18(r2)['P6, X12l EB wk-22(応）［ふo,X12l,
where 
汎（い）＝払（応）n IC[cp5, X10, Xl2], Wk(応）＝払（応）n IC[X10,X叫．






il>1s = 12['P6, X12], 
<l?15 = 12[cp4, X12], 
動2= -60[X10, X叫．



















































































































































































a (G~}<1>22) =GD 
? ? ??）??＿????
where 
Vk(f2) = l'vfい）n C[<p5, X10, X叫．
We construct如 (k= 21, 23, 27, 29) by taking constant multiples of these generators: 
1 1 





Then we have 
a (GD I'{)21) = (~ ~) 








??? ?（ー ? ?ー ???（? ?
??
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2.6 The Witt operator 
Let F be a holomorphic function on lHI2. Then the Witt operator is defined by 
TO 
W(F)(T,T1) := Fい）， (T,T1) E lHI1 X lHI1・
This operator was first introduced in Witt[8]. We extend the Witt operator to the case of vector valued 
forms. Let G = (盆盆） E Mk,2(い，v)be a vector valued Siegel modular form of type (k, 2) on応 with
character v, then we define 
W(G)(T,T') := (W(G11) W(G12)) 
W(Gl2) W(G22)' 
(T,T1) E庄 XH1・
For later use, we introduce some examples: 
where 
W(<.p4)(T,T1) = E4(T)E4(T1), W(<.p5)(T,1―') = E5(T)E訊1―'),
W(X10)(T,T1) = 0, W(Xl2)(T,T1) = 12△ (T)△ (T'), 
W(ふ）(T,T1)三 0,
W(<l:>10) = -(△(T)広(T')恥(T') 0) 
0 E土）恥(T)△(T') , 








W(知） = 12△ (T)△ (T')(E4(T)3△ (T') ー△（鳴(T')り(~ ~) 
W(<l:>21) =W(転） =W(<f>w)三 0,
動：= 10[cp4, ふ］， 虹1:= 1D['P6, ふ］， <1>17 := -60[ふ，X12l,
and rJ is the usual Dedekind eta function defined as ry(T) = q戸n:=1(1-q匹）. Then we have <1>14 =ふ•叫，
屯16=△5・叱1,<I>四＝ふ・虹7・
In [7], Nagaoka proved the following property. 
Lemma 2 (Nagaoka[7]). Let FE Q[qn qT,] be a formal power series of the form 
F = L /abcW(四）aW(cp5)bW(Xl2)c, 1abc E Q. 
a,b,ce:O 
If vp(F) 2". 0, then we have iabc as vp(,abc) 2". 0 for al a, b, c 2".〇．
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From this Lemma, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let F E (Ql[qn q7,] be a formal power series of the form 
F= L冨 W(四）aw('P6)喩 (X12)尺 1abcE (Ql. 
a,b,c:O:O 
If vp(F) :> 1, then we have iabc as vp(,abc) :> 1 for al a, b, c :>0. 
Proof. Since vp(F) :> 1, we get v ( 1 P 託F):> 0. Hence from Lemma 2, we can take 
1 1 1 
-F = L -,abcW(四）aw(咋）噴(X12)尺叫—/abc) ?: 0. 
p p p a,b,c:>O 
Hence we can take vp(,abc) :> 1 for al a, b, c :>0. 口
3 Proofs 
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1 
Since <I>; and ¥J16 have Fourier coefficients in Z, the inclusion ":J" is clear. We can prove also the converse 
inclusion "c" by an inductive argument on the determinant weight with application of the Witt operator. 
For more details, see [4]. 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3 
We prove it by an inductive argument on the determinant weight. By Theorem 1 , forany F E M叫応）Z(p)' 
we can write F in the form 
F=(Pi +X10Q和 o+ (P2 +X10Q叫<I>14+ (P3 + X10Q3沖16
+ (P4 +X10Q収 16+ (Ps +X10Q讀 1s+ (P5 + X10Q讀 2,
where P1 E Mk-10(応） n zcp)['P4平6,x叫， Q1E Mk-2o(I'2)z(pJ, P2 E Mk-14(応） n zcp)['P4乎5,X12l,Q2 E 
Mk-24(応）zcpJ, P3 E Mk-16(I'2) n Z(p)['P4,'P6, X12l, Q3 E Mk-26(I'2)z(pJ, 
P4 E Vk-16(応） n Z(p)['PB,X叫， Q4E Vk-26(応）ZcpJ, Ps E Vk-1s(応） n Z(p)['PB,X叫， QsE Vk-2s(I'2)z(pJ, 
P5 E Wk-22(r2) nz(p)[Xl2], Q5 E Wk-32(r2)z(p)" 
Here we regard Pi邸 polynomials(with coefficient Z(p)) A = P心豆6,x口），
P2 = P2(<p4平5,X12),P3 = P3(<p4,<p5,X12), P4 = P4(<p5,X12), Ps = Ps(<p5,X12), P5 = P5(X12). 
We apply Witt operator to F. Since W(X10) = W(知） = W(w15) = W(知） = 0, we get 









区 Bu(m,n)q';'q;, 0 +·""。 m~。枷(m,n)q匹,;,)
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where 










The qT-expansion of△ (T)iE4(T)3恥(T)t has the form 
△ (T)'E4(T)3恥(T/ = q~+ .... 
The numbers j and t are uniquely determined by choosing a value of i. 
k For each m, n such that O S m, n S国],A(m,n,r)三 0(mod p). We have that if m S [森]and 
nS[舟],then Bu (m, n)二 B22(m,n)二 0(mod p). This implies that C1(i, i')二ら(i,i')二 0(mod p) for 
i, i's [森].Notethati,i'S [舟]since 12i + 4j + 6t = k or k + 2 and 12i'+ 4j'+ 6t'= k or k + 2 and 
国ls[守ls[創 Thuswe have W(F)三 0(mod p). 
Lemma 3. Pi,P3,P5=0 (modp). 
Proof of Lemma 3. Using fact that W(ふ） = 0, we get 
W(F) =W(A)W(<I>10) + W(P3)W(馴 +W(Ps)W(知
=-W(A) (△（国(T')恥(T1) 0 
0 品(T)E記）△(T')) 
-12W(P3) (烏(T)△(T)広(T')△(T1) 0 
O E如）△(T)恥(T')△(T')) 
-12W(Ps) (広(T)2△(T)恥(T')△(T1) 0 
〇恥(T)△（叫(T')公(T'))
={-W(P1) (広(T')OE記）広(T~恥(T))
-12W(P3) (駈）恥(T')△(T1) 0) 
0 E4(T)△ (T)島(T')
-12W(Ps) (局(T)2予')△(T') 恥(T)△(~)E4(T')2)} (州ふ）
=({l1J (予ふ）
where the (1, 1)-component and (2, 2)-component of W(F) are 
fu△ (T) = (-W(PリE4(T')E5(T')-12W(P3)E泊(T)E4(T1)△(T') -12W(Ps)広(T)2烏(T')△(T')△ (T), 
h2△ (T1) = (-W(P1)E4(T)E5(T)-12W(P3)E4(T)△ (T)E乱T1)-12W(Ps)E5(T)△ (T)E4(T1)り△(T'). 
Since vp(W(F)) 2'. 1, and叫△(T)) =叫△(T') = 0, we have vp(fu) =叫釦） 2'. 1. Then we get 
vp(E4(T)△ (T)烏 (T')fu-E5(T)広(T')△(T1)h2) 





= l/p(22. 3(E4(r)3△ (r')―△ (r)広((r')り）（広(r)広(r')W(P;砂＋加(r)恥(r')W(Ps)))
?: 1. 
Since vp(広(r)3△(r')―△ (r)広((r')り） = 0, we get 
vp(E4(r)E4(1―')W(Pi) + 28・34△ (r)△ (r')W(Ps))?: 1, 
vp(E4(r)E4(r')W(P3) + E5(r)E5(r')W(Fぶ） ?: 1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(Case k羊0(mod 6)) we have W(P5) = 0. Hence we have vp(W(P1)) 2". 1 and vp(W(P3)) 2". 1. From 
Corollaryl, we get vp(A('P4,'P6,X12)) 2': 1 and vp(P3(<p4, や6,X12)) 2': 1. 
(Case k = 0 (mod 12)) We can write 
W(Pi)=恥(r)E訳） I: 
a三2 (mod 3) 
4a+l2b+l2c=k-l6 
'YabcW(四）aw(rp討W(X12)尺
W(P; 叫＝ f 1年W(四）aw(森）囁(X直，a三2 mod 3) 4a+ 12b+ 12c=k-16 
W(P5)=恥(T)恥(T') L 沿W(森）bW(X12)c. 
12b+12c=k-24 
Using these formulas, we can write 
恥 (T)E訳）W(A)+28・3公(T)△(T1)W(P5) 
=E土）恥(T') L 宜 lbcW(誓 W(亨 W(X12)°
a二0 (mod 3), a2'.3 
4a+12b+12c=k-12 




a三0 (mod 3), a2'.3 
4a+ 12b+ 12c=k-12 
+2'. ,, ,. 十五_,:いW(咋色W(X.,)'}
Since叫LHS):, 1, we have vp(RHS) :, 1 for both of two formulas above. From Corollaryl, we get 
叫P心4,'P6,X12)) :, 1 and叫凡（四乎6,X叫） :, 1. From the formula (2), vp(P; 心豆6,X12)) :, 1. 
Case k三 6(mod 12)(k三 2(mod 4) and k三 0(mod 6)): Similarly to the case of k三 0(mod 12), we 
can prove the邸 sertionof Lemma 3. 
ロ
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Since the lemma above, we get 
F三ふ・｛ふ(Q1妬o+Q拉16+ Q5<l>1s) + (P2 + X10仙）<l>g+(P4+X1凸）知
+ (P5+X10Q叫転｝．
We denote RHS by ふ• G. It is known thatふ争 0(mod p) and q}砂， 1ふ butqTqT, fふ.Next we apply 
Witt operator to G. 
W(G) = W(P2)W(動） + W(P4)W(叶） + W(PB)W(転）
01 い）= L j(T)g(T')TJ(T)12TJ(T')12 
f EMk-10 (r1),gEMk-10 (い）








It is known that'T/(T) 12芋0(mod p) and q戸I'T/(7)12but qT J'T/(7)12. Hence we have that if m::; [森］ー 1
and n::; [森]-1, then B12(m, n) = 0(mod p). This implies that応(i,i') = 0(mod p) for i, i':; [舟l-i. 
Note that i, i':; [森］ー 1since 12i + 4j + 6t = k -10 and 12i'+ 4/ + 6t'= k -10 and [冒OJ:,; [森］ー 1.
Thus we have W(G)三 0(mod p). 
Lemma 4. P2,P4,P5三 0(mod p). 
Proof of Lemma 4.Using fact that W(ふ） = 0, we get 
W(G) =W(P2)W(動） +W(P4)W(虹） + W(P5)W(的）
=W(P2) (-2恥(r)恥(r')ry(7)1277(7,)12(悶）
+ W(P4) (-2恥(r)島(r')77(r)1277(r')12(悶）
+ W(P5) (-24・3公(r)△(r')77(r)1277(r')12 (悶）．
Case k羊4(mod 6): In this case we have P4 = P6 = 0 aspolynomials. Therefore we get 
叫W(P2)):;, 1. From Corollaryl, we get vp(P: 心豆5,X12)):;:>l.
Case k三 4(mod 12): We c皿 write
W(P: 分＝恥(T)恥(T') ど







Using these formulas, we can write 
W(G)=-2(L 詞 lbcW(cp4)aW(cp5色W(X12)°





Again from Corollaryl, we have vvha-lbc) ;:> 1 and叫加） ;:, 1. These mean that 
咋(P2(cp4平 6,X叫） :> 1 and vv(P4(cp5,X叫） ;:, 1. 





4a+ 12b+ 12c=k-14 
W(P4)=恥 (T)E記） ど 汝W(ゃザW(X12凡
12b+ 12c=k-22 
W(P, 的=,匂W(X12)望．
Using these formulas, we can write 
W(G) = (-2 L 詞 3bcW(四）aw(中6戸W(X12)°
a三0 (mod 3), a:>3 
4a+ 12b+ 12c=k-10 




-22·31~W(X12) 心゜） T/(T)12T/(T')12 い）•
Again from Corollaryl, we have vp(-2"!a-3bc) 2 1, 叫—21£-ic) 2 1 and 叫—22·31'L22) 2 1. These 
12 
mean that vp(Fも(<p4乎 5,X12))2 1,vp(P4(<p5,X12)) 2 1 and vp(P5(X12)) 2 1.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
ロ
Since Lemma 4, we get 
F=X10・(Q心 +Qふ+Q3<J>15 + Q直 16+ Q連18+ Q5知） (mod p). 
Then H1 := Qふ 0+Q2<l>14 +Q沖 15+Q4'1115+Q沖 18+Q⑲ 2 E Mk-10,2(r2)z(p)皿 d
k-10 k-10 A((m,n,r);H1)三 0(mod p) for every m, n such that O <:'.m <:'. [ 10 ] , 0 <:'.n <:'. [ 1。]• Moreover 
叫F)=叫凡） since vp(X10) = 0. 
By repeating this argument, there exists the modular form Ht of weight k -lOt and t0 such that 
F二 Ht・X蒻 (modp)
where 1 <:'.t <:'.t。皿d
A((m,n,r);Ht)二 0 (mod p) 
for every m, n such that O <:'.m <:'. [勺罰l, o <:n <:[勺杷]• Thus we have 
叫F)= vp(Ht。)．
Since the weight of Ht0 :; 22, we should check the case k :;22 directly. 
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(Case k三 0(mod 10)) Ht。EM10,2(応） and t。＝号'2.Since 
X10=(-2+qw+q:1)+・・・, 
we have that if n S:[創— to= 1 and m S: [裔]-to = 1, then a((m, n, r); 瓜）= 0 (mod p). With a1 E Zcv) 
we can write 
Ht。= a1. 知＝（言）佑＋・・． 
Hence we have a1 = 0 (mod p). Hence we have F = 0 (mod p). 
k-14 k (Case k = 4 (mod 10)) Ht。EM14,2(r2) and t。= • Then we have that if n~- -t0 = l and 10 m~[森] -to= 1, then a((m, n, r); Hゎ）三 0(mod p). With a1, a2 E Z(p) we c皿 write い］
Ht。=a1.四<1?10+a成 14
＝（言）佑＋（ば a~) 四
+ { (30a1 + 2a2 0) (-28a1 -a2 -14a1 -½a2) 
0 30a1 + 2a2 + -14a1 -½a2 -28a1 -a2 伽
+ (~;:la~½:: ~~ 悶~7J:) qご＋（闊誓）砧+(llia1-;J q:2}佑四＋
Hence we have a1三0(mod p) and -28a1 -a2三0(mod p). Hence we get a2三0(mod p). Hence we have 
F三 0(mod p). 
(Case k三 6(mod 10)) Ht。EM15,2(い） and t。＝斤沢.Then we have that if n~[創— t。= 1 and 
m~[森] -to= 1, then a((m, n, r); Hゎ） = 0 (mod p). With a1, a2, a3 E Z(v) we c皿 write
H,。=a1・'{)6屯o+ a2<!>16 + as w16 
＝（悶）qr+(~a~)四
+ { (-714a1 + l0a2 -2aa O) (-28a1 + a2 + a3 -14a1 +託 +½aa
0 -714a1 + l0a2 -2aa + -14a1 +託＋抄a -28a1 + a2 + aa)如
+(ご？に2—~½a;3 1~ 塁；1ど：2-+ピ）qご＋（二）砧＋（ニ―::）ご｝叶＋
Hence we have a1ニー714a1+ l0a2 -2a3ニー28a1+ a2 + a3三 0(mod p). Hence we get a2 =料百(10a2-
2a3 + 2(a2 + a3))三 0(mod p) and a3 =元（ー (10a2-2a3) + 10(a2 + a3))三 0(mod p). Hence we have 
F = 0 (mod p). 
(Case k = 8 (mod 10)) Ht。EM1s,2(f2) and t。＝吋閃.Then we have that if n :;[舟l-t。=1 and 
m::;[森］— t。= 1, then a((m,n,r-);Ht。)三 0(mod p). With a1, a2, a3 E Z(p) we can write 
H,。=a,.滋屯o+a呼4<P14+a拉 18
＝（悶）佑＋（心 a~) 四
+ { (270a, -2a2 + l0a3 0 ) (-28a1 +匹十a3 -14a1 +託＋託
0 270a, -2a2 + l0a3 + -l4a, +½a2 +½a3 -28a, + a2 + a3)知
+(ご~ ½a~2—+占a:3 1悶； ia~2—}a:3) q~'+ (::)砧＋（ニ―:：） q~2} 砂＋ ．
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Hence we have a1三270a1-2a2 + l0a3三ー 28a1十四十a3三0 (mod p). Hence we get a2 =差ポー (-2a2+ 
l0a3) + 10(a2 + a3))二 0and a3 =芦(-2四+l0a3 + 2(四＋％））三 0 (mod p). Hence we have F 二 0
(modp). 
(Case k三 2 (mod 10)) Ht。E M22,2(い） and t。＝斤烹.Then we have that if n :S [創— t。= 2 and 
m :S [森]-to= 2, then a((m, n, r); Hゎ）= 0 (mod p). With 釘， a研 3,a4, a5, a5, a7 E Z(p) we can wnte 
H,。=(a,• ,p! + a, • 森+aa・X12)妬 o+aぷ g,14+ a匹 6知 +ao・,Po妬 6十町・妬2
a,+四 0 0 0 
＝（。ふ＋（。 a1+ aJ佑 9
+ { (510a1 -1218a2 -2a4 -2a5 -2a6 0 
0 510a1 -1218a2 -2a4 -2a, -2a5) 
+ (-28a1 -28a2 + a4 + a5 + a6 -14a1 -14四＋圧＋圧＋合a5)
-14a1 -14四＋圧＋託＋圧—28a1 -28a2 + a4 + a, + a5 如
+ ( -28a1 -28a2 + a4 + a, 十叩 14a1 + 14a2 -ら四—伍— ½a• -1 
14a1 + 14四ー合a4 一圧—圧 —28a1 -28a2 +四十a,+a5)知
+(a'+ a2 a,+ a2)砧+C'+ a2 -a, -a2 _2 
a, + a2 a, + a2 -a, -a2 a, + a2に}MT'
696a1 -1032a2 0 2 0 0 2 
+(。。）qT + (o 696a1 -1032a,)炉
+ { (-54324a1 + 350028a2 -1404a4 + 564a5 + 2052a6 0 
0 279432a1 + 1088136a2 + 10a3 -168四+1800a, + 408a5) 
(-46464a1 + 1920a2 + 704a4 -280a5 -1024a6 -23232a1 + 960a2 + 352a4 -140a5 -512a6) ＋ -23232a1 + 960a2 + 352a4 -140a5 -512a6 17952a1 + 114720a2 + a3 + 88a4 -896a5 -200a6 知
(-46464a1 + 1920a2 + 704a4 -280a5 -1024a6 23232a1 -960a2 -352a4 + 140a5 + 512a6) -1 ＋ 23232a1 -960a2 -352a4 + 140a5 + 512a6 17952a1 + 114720四十 a3+ 88a4 -896a5 -200a6 似
+ (510a1 -1218a2 -2a4 -2a, -2叩 510a1-1218a2 -2a4 -2a, -2a5) 2 
510a1 -1218a2 -2a4 -2a, -2叩 1020a1-2436a2 -4a4 -4a, -4a5 qw 
+ (510a1 -1218a2 -2a4 -2a5 -2a5 -510a1 + 1218a2 + 2a4 + 2a, + 2a5 -2 
-510a1 + 1218a2 + 2a4 + 2a5 + 2ao 1020a1 -2436a2 -4a4 -4a5 -4a5) qw }豆
+ { (心瓜）＋（合畠）釦+(-~ ん―i,')q:' 
+(合畠）砧＋（塩―fa3)q:' 
+ (17952a1 + 114 720a2 + a3 + 88a4 -896a5 -200a5 
41184a1 + 113760a, + a3 -264a4 -756a5 + +312a5 
41184a1 + 113760四十知ー 264a4-756知+312ao) 3 
17952a1 + 114720a2 + a3 + 88a4 -896as -200ao 釦
+ (17952a1 + 114720a2 + a3 + 88a4 -896a5 -200a6 -41184a1 -113760a2 -a3 + 264a4 + 756a_ 312a6) -3 
-41184a1 -113760a2 -a3 + 264a4 + 756a5 + -312a6 17952a1 + 114720a2 + a3 + 88a4 -896a5 -200a6 知
???????＿ ＿??????（?? 696a1 -1032a2)心+(696a1 -1032a2 -696a1 + 1032a2 -4 
696a1 -1032a2 -696a1 + 1032a2 696a1 -1032a2) qw } q;q;, +・ ・' 
where 
ふ=B1 = -59095920a1 - 257328624a2 - 2288a3 - 75776a4 - 364544as - 329216a5 - l8a7 
A2 = B2 = -20671008a1 - 53005344a2 - 577a3 + 33960a4 + 153984as + 144840a5 + 8a1 
C2 = -24544032a1 + 15272544a2 - 139a3 + 239160四+14556as + 511608a5 + 35a7 
A3 = B3 = -688416a1 + 217056a2 - 8的+3840a4 + 29184a5 + 19968a6 + a7 
1 
C3 = -344208a1 + 108528a2 -4a3 + 1920四+14592as + 9984a5 + -a7 
2 
Hence we get 
1 
a1 = 1032(a1 + a2) + (696a1 - 1032a叫）三 0 (mod p), 
26. 33 （ 
1 
a2 =―(696(a1 + a叫ー (696a1- 1032aり）三 0 (mod p). 
26. 33 
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Then we get 
89 1 
22. 3 - (a4 + a5 + a5) - -1404a4 + 564as + 2052a5) + l0a3 -168四+1800as + 408a5) 24・3 24・3 





--(a4+知＋％）＋ー(4a3-1920a4 -14592as -9984a5 -a7) 21 
- (-2288a3 -75776a4 -364544a5 -329216a、6-36a1) 
29. 32 
19 
22. 32 - (a3 + 88a4 -896as -200a5) -― -352a4 + 140as + 512a5) = 40la5二 0 (modp). 2-3 
Hence we get a5三 0(mod p). Then we get a4 +a6三 0(mod p) and -352a4 +512a6三 0(mod p). Hence we 
get 四 =~(512(a4+a5)-(-352a叶512a5)) 三 0 (mod p) and a6 =全:i3(352(a4 +a5)+(-352a4 +512a5))三
0 (mod p). Hence we get a3二 a7二 0(mod p). Hence we have F二 0(modp). ロ
3.3 Proof of Theorem 2 and 4 
We can prove Theorem 2 and 4 similarly as the proofs of Theorem 1 and 3, respectively. Namely, the proofs 
are inductions on the determinant weight with applications of the Witt operator. We omit the details here 
(see [5]). 
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